[Technology ★★ ] Mark

Zuckerberg Reveals Why You
Were Forced To Download Facebook's Separate
Messenger App
(P1) In August, Facebook finally pulled the plug on messages within the main Facebook app, forcing users
instead to download its separate Messenger app. People weren't happy, and while Messenger rocketed to
the top of the App Store charts, it was flooded by negative reviews from disgruntled users.
(P2) We never really got a good answer why Facebook decided to make Messenger its own app, but CEO
Mark Zuckerberg finally explained the move Thursday during a Q&A, according to The Verge's Ellis
Hamburger.
(P3) "Asking everyone in our community to install a new app is a big ask," Zuckerberg said. "I appreciate
that that was work and required friction. We wanted to do this because we believe that this is a better
experience. Messaging is becoming increasingly important. On mobile, each app can only focus on doing
one thing well, we think."
(P4) Zuckerberg explained that the main Facebook app's primary purpose is its News Feed, and even
though more and more people are messaging, the messaging feature was tough to get to, which created a
lot of friction.
(P5) "Ten billion messages are sent per day, but in order to get to it you had to wait for the app to load
and go to a separate tab," Zuckerberg said. "We saw that the top messaging apps people were using were
their own app. These apps that are fast and just focused on messaging. You're probably messaging people
15 times per day. Having to go into an app and take a bunch of steps to get to messaging is a lot of
friction."
(P6) Zuckerberg acknowledged that forcing users to download a separate app is "painful" for them, but
only in the short term, and the result is a more focused experience.
(P7) "Why wouldn't we let people choose to install the app on their own at their own pace? The reason is
that what we're trying to do is build a service that's good for everyone. Because Messenger is faster and
more focused, if you're using it, you respond to messages faster, we've found. If your friends are slower to
respond, we might not have been able to meet up.
(P8) "This is some of the hardest stuff we do, is making these choices. We realize that we have a lot to
earn in terms of trust and proving that this standalone messenger experience will be really good. We have
some of our most talented people working on this."
You can read Zuckerberg's full comments on Messenger over at The Verge.
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Discussion Questions

If you found the passage difficult to read or had problems understanding specific words or idiomatic
expressions, please discuss them with your tutor. The following discussion questions should be answered
in your own words and with your own arguments.
1. Briefly summarize the content of the article in your own words.
2. What was the reason why Zuckerberg decided to pull the plug on messages within the main
Facebook app (P3-5)?
3. What is the main function of the Messenger as an app? Why is it better as a standalone app than a
feature inside Facebook app (P5)?
4. Were you pulled away from the Facebook app to install Messenger? How was your experience?
Do you have anything to say about this change?
5. Do you prefer “all-in-one” or “standalone” app? Explain why you prefer one or the other.

Who/What/Where Are They?
The Verge

(Media) an American technology news and media network operated by Vox Media with offices in
Manhattan, New York. The network publishes news items, long form feature stories, product
reviews, podcasts, and an entertainment show.

News Feed

(Company) web feed (or news feed) is a data format used for providing users with frequently
updated content. Content distributors syndicate a web feed, thereby allowing users to subscribe to
it. Making a collection of web feeds accessible in one spot is known as aggregation, which is
performed by an news aggregator. A web feed is also sometimes referred to as a syndicated feed.

Vocabulary
Pull the plug on
Rocket
Disgruntled
Friction
Acknowledge
Pace
Earn trust
In terms of
Standalone

(expression) (남의 사업·계획 등을) 중단시키다[끝장나게 만들다]
(v) (로켓처럼) 높이 올라가다
(adj) 불만스러워 하는, 언짢은
(n) 마찰
(v) (사실로) 인정하다
(n) (일의) 속도
(expression) 신뢰를 얻다
(expression) ⋯ 면에서[⋯에 관하여]
(adj) 독립형의

